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HERMANS, Raine – LUUKKONEN, Terttu, FINDINGS OF THE ETLA SURVEY 
ON FINNISH BIOTECHNOLOGY FIRMS. Helsinki: ETLA, Elinkeinoelämän Tut-
kimuslaitos, The Research Institute of the Finnish Economy, 2002, 30 p. (Keskusteluai-
heita, Discussion Papers, ISSN, 0781-6847; no. 818). 
 
ABSTRACT: This paper presents the first results of ETLA and Etlatieto Ltd Study of Finnish 
biotechnology firms. The majority of Finnish biotechnology firms are quite young and still in 
the early stages of gainful economic activities. Their turnover, profits and exports are, for the 
younger firms in particular, still low, profits even negative, while their growth expectations are 
high. The high R&D intensity of especially younger firms indicates that their products are still 
largely in the development phase and that few of their products are yet in the market. The com-
mercialisation process is long, and only a few of the innovations eventually turn out to be ex-
ploitable. This increases the risk assessed and the rate of returns required by the investors. Pri-
vate and public venture capitalists are most interested in the young companies with relatively 
high risk and high growth prospects. The oldest firms are more often subsidiaries. This may re-
flect the fact that foreign companies are willing to take over a Finnish company when its growth 
prospects are close to being realised. Furthermore, large proportion of the companies have ob-
tained some public funding for the research which led to the foundation of the company or 
which took place in some other stages of the life cycle of the company. Research spin-off com-
panies in general have more hindrances than other start-up firms, and would benefit from more 
systematic training in relevant business skills, such as how to make a business plan, how to deal 
with patenting, and how to obtain funding from venture capital investors. 

 

Key words: Biotechnology firms, corporate finance, public funding of private R&D, R&D col-
laboration. 

 



FOREWORD 
 
This paper presents the first results of ETLA and Etlatieto Ltd Study of Finnish biotech-
nology firms. It was written specifically for the international evaluation of Finnish bio-
technology entitled Biotechnology 2002. At the request of the international evaluation 
panel, the authors have paid special attention to cohorts of entrants among biotechnology 
companies. These results will be incorporated in a more comprehensive report, to be pub-
lished by the authors by the end of 2002.  
 
Work has been divided between the authors in the following way: Raine Hermans has 
mainly been responsible for the analysis of ownership and other financial patterns, cus-
tomer and export relations as well as for the regional location of the companies; Terttu 
Luukkonen for the analysis of company age and origin, R&D collaboration patterns, skills 
and educational level of companies, public funding as well as the impact of external fund-
ing. We are grateful to Sasu Hälikkä and Antti Tahvanainen who have assisted in the com-
pilation and analysis of the data material.  
 
Authors thank the international evaluation panel (assembled by the Ministry of Education) 
for their useful comments. We also thank our research project advisory board (participants 
from Finnish Bioindustries, Ministry of Trade and Industry, Academy of Finland, Statistics 
Finland, and TEKES) for helpful comments during the construction of the survey format. 
Financial support from TEKES (the National Technology Agency) is gratefully acknowl-
edged. 
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1.  FINNISH BIOTECHNOLOGY FIRMS 
1.1.  Definitions 
 
There has been some discussion, for instance, at the OECD, about the definition of bio-
technology for statistical purposes. A single definition was agreed upon by an ad hoc meet-
ing held in May 2002.1 It is as follows: “The application of science and technology to liv-
ing organisms, as well as parts, products and models thereof, to alter living or non-living 
materials for the production of knowledge, goods and services.” In addition, a list-based 
definition specifies biotechnology processes in more detail. 2   
 
Biotechnology firms can be divided into two types. First, there are firms that develop bio-
technology processes. Second, there are firms that apply biotechnology processes in their 
production. The first can be called biotechnology R&D firms (often called intermediaries) 
and the second biotechnology using firms. A single firm can belong simultaneously to both 
categories, and it may be called an integrated firm3. 
 
In the ETLA survey, the problem of defining biotechnology firms was solved in a practical 
way by using the firms in the database of the Finnish Bioindustries Federation as the popu-
lation of Finnish biotechnology firms. This was done because the ETLA team had to pro-
duce background information for the international evaluation of Finnish biotechnology 
within a tight time-schedule. It turned out that The Finnish Bioindustries database had in-
complete information on the most recently founded firms and the survey sample is not 
complete in this respect. The survey includes information about the research and develop-
ment intensities of the firms and a verbal description of their key innovations. This infor-
mation makes it possible to redefine the sample using the OECD definitions mentioned 
above. 
 
 
1.2.  Foundation and number of active firms 
 
There are approximately 119 firms active in biotechnology in Finland at the moment 
(based on the number of firms founded by the end of 2001)4. The number of firms has been 
retrieved through the Federation of Finnish Bioindustries, biocentres, an earlier study of 
the topic5, and other sources. The authors are well aware that this number may not capture 
every company active in biotechnology in Finland and that the border line between new 
biotechnology companies and companies in, e.g. software, is not easy to draw. There may 
also be a few that are not dealing with new biotechnology. 
 

                                                           
1  The third OECD ad hoc meeting on biotechnology statistics was held in Espoo, Finland 13-15 May 2002. 
2  The following five categories were agreed on by the OECD ad hoc meeting. The list is indicative (not ex-

haustive): 
a) DNA (the coding): genomics, pharmaco-genetics, gene probes, DNA sequencing/synthesis/amplification, 

genetic engineering. 
b) Proteins and molecules (the functional blocks): protein/peptide, sequencing/synthesis, lipid/protein engineer-

ing, proteomics, hormones, and growth factors, cell receptors/signalling/pheromonics. 
c) Cell/tissue culture, tissue engineering, hybridization, cellular fusion, vaccine/immune stimulants, embryo 

manipulation. 
d) Process biotechnologies: bioreactors, fermentation, bioprocessing, bioleaching, bio-pulping, bio-bleaching, 

biodesulphurization, bioremediation and biofiltration. 
e) Sub-cellular organisms: gene therapy, viral vectors. 
3  See Nilsson (2001). 
4  By mid 2002, several new firms had been founded and this may become a new record year in this respect.  
5  Halme (1994). 
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Figure 1 gives the years of foundation of Finnish biotechnology firms, including older, in-
cumbent firms. This study is thus not restricted to new biotechnology firms or to firms that 
specialise only in biotechnology. It includes firms in areas such as pharmaceuticals, diag-
nostics, the food industry, and chemicals, which were operating at the time of the birth and 
introduction of new biotechnology in the 70s. These firms have adopted and learned to ap-
ply knowledge and techniques in new biotechnology in their search and manufacturing op-
erations. The analysis of the survey data uses as a background variable the division of the 
companies into cohorts of entrants to the field, and the oldest group, that comprising firms 
founded before 1991, includes several incumbent firms.  
 
Figure 1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
According to the data sources checked, by the end of 2001, 134 firms had been established 
(Figure 1). Of these, 15 have ceased to exist as independent firms active in the field. Five 
of these 15 firms have merged with other firms, six have just ceased to exist without for-
mal notification, three have gone bankrupt, and one is inactive.  
 
In the European context, Finnish biotechnology firms emerged somewhat later than corre-
sponding firms in the UK, France or especially Sweden, however, earlier than those in 
Germany (Table 1).  
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Table 1. European dedicated biotechnology firms: distribution by cohorts of entrants. 
 Finland UK Germany France Sweden EU15 
 % % % % % % 
- 1991 26 33 20 32 38 31 
1991-95 38 25 23 25 26 25 
After 1995 36 42 57 43 36 44 
No of firms 105 448 504 348 235 1930 

 
Source for countries other than Finland: BID, University of Siena, in: European Competitiveness Report, 
2001, European Commission. Data for Finland is based on ETLA and Etlatieto study and reports the number 
of dedicated biotechnology firms by the end of 2000. The source of the above EU report does not give the 
latest year of observation, but the authors assumed it to be 2000 and limited the number of Finnish firms ac-
cordingly. This is a warning that the data in the table may not be fully comparable.  
 
 
 
 
2.  SURVEY FINDINGS 
 
The following findings are based on a survey carried out with Finnish biotechnology firms 
in March-May 2002 by ETLA and Etlatieto Ltd. The survey was carried out through tele-
phone interviews. The surveyed firms (116) were obtained from the Finnish Bioindustries 
Association. After the deduction of mergers, acquisitions and other cleaning of the data6, 
the total population was reduced to 977. Eighty-four replied giving a response rate of 87%8.  
 

Figure 2.  
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Despite the high response rate, the sample is not as close to the total population, mentioned 
on page 5, as it seems by observing the response rates. The total population of Finnish bio-

                                                           
6  One consultant and one marketing firm were deleted at the final stage of cleaning the data. 

7The survey was launched quickly because of the Biotechnology 2002 evaluation, and the data supplied 
by Finnish Bioindustries could not be complemented with other sources. Therefore, this number is a little 
lower than the total given in chapter 1.  

8  The authors are grateful to the Finnish Bioindustries Association for its help in the conduct of the survey. 
The association sent a letter of recommendation to the companies in its register and this surely helped to 
achieve a high response rate, particularly since these companies are currently the objects of several stud-
ies and queries.  
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technology firms differs from the one registered by Finnish Bioindustries. There are pro-
portionally fewer firms founded during 1997-2001 in the sample than firms in other age 
groups (Figure 2). However, the firms in the sample represent more than half of the firms 
in the corresponding segments in the total population. It is also to be noted that the differ-
ence between the total population and the sample was greatest among firms founded in 
2000-2001.  
 
2.1.  Location of firms 
 
The largest geographical concentration areas of biotechnology industry were located in the 
Helsinki and Turku regions.9 About 65 percent of the firms were located in the regions or 
in their immediate surroundings. The other regional centres were located in Kuopio, Oulu 
and Tampere, listed in the order of magnitude, respectively. A tick mark indicates the loca-
tion of a single company. It seems that proximity to the biotechnology-related knowledge 
centres in universities is an important driver for location decisions of the firms.10  
 

Figure 3. Location of Finnish Biotechnology Firms 

                                                           
9 The location data are based on the register of the 119 companies active in biotechnology. We have data on 
the location of 117 companies. 
10 See e.g. Zucker et al. (1998) about the concentration of biotechnology firms in the US. 
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2.2.  Foundation of firms 
 
The survey respondents by year of foundation are given below in Table 2.  
 

Table 2. Companies by year of foundation. 
Year of foundation Number % 
Before 1991 25 30 
1991-1996 34 40 
1997-2001 25 30 
Total 84 100 

 
In total, 50% of the companies were situated in a biocentre or a science park. As one might 
expect, the proportion of firms situated in such a centre or park was larger, the more re-
cently the firm had been founded. 
 

Table 3. Proportion of companies situated in a biocentre or a science park by year of 
foundation. 

Foundation year Percentage share of firms 
Before 1991 20 % 
1991-1996 59 % 
1997-2001 68 % 
Total 50 % 

 
Sixty-seven per cent of the firms were spin-offs from research; 19 % from other compa-
nies. There was an overlap of 8%; that is, the companies were spin-offs from both research 
and other companies. In 91% of the research spin-offs, the person(s) who had founded the 
company had been involved in the research leading to the innovation and the foundation of 
the company. 
 

Table 4. Spin-off from research in academia or at a research institute by year of founda-
tion 

Foundation year Percentage share of firms 
Before 1991 40 % 
1991-1996 79 % 
1997-2001 76 % 
Total 67 % 

 
The proportion of research spin-offs was smallest among the oldest firm group. This is un-
derstandable given that the group includes large incumbent firms in pharmaceuticals, food, 
and the chemical industry as well as, e.g., diagnostics firms, which have adopted new bio-
technology in recent years. The proportion of research spin-offs was nearly equally large in 
the two more recently founded firm groups.  
 

Table 5. Spin-off from another company by year of foundation 
Foundation year Percentage share of firms 
Before 1991 12 % 
1991-1996 18 % 
1997-2001 28 % 
Total 19 % 
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The proportion of company spin-offs grows somewhat in the younger firm groups. 
Whether this is an indication of a development cycle of firms in a new field or an artefact 
of small firm numbers is difficult to judge on the basis of this data. It is, nevertheless, pos-
sible that in a science-intensive sector such as biotechnology, the proportion of research 
spin-offs is large in the early growth period of the sector. Subsequently, when the total firm 
population becomes larger, the proportion of company spin-offs will also increase. A simi-
lar observation has been made on the basis of a sample of French biotechnology firms, 
though the latter sample was even smaller than the one for Finland11.   
 
 
2.3.  Funding and difficulties in the start phase 
 
Figure 4 indicates the proportion of firms that obtained funding from the various sources 
mentioned for the research leading to the establishment of the firm. The highest percentage 
of the firms had obtained funding from Tekes (National Technology Agency) for this re-
search and the percentage was higher, the younger the firm was. The Academy of Finland 
and the research organisation, such as the university where the research was carried out, as 
well as another company had funded the R&D fairly often.  
 

Figure 4. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The fact that funding from Tekes and the Academy of Finland was most prevalent in the 
youngest firm group probably reflects their increased research funds and increased invest-
ments in biotechnology in the more recent years.  
 
Overall, 36% of the companies reported difficulties in the founding phase of the company. 
Difficulties were more frequent among research spin-offs (41%) than among other compa-
nies (25%). Being a company spin-off did not bring about any more problems compared 
with other companies.  
 
When we looked at the cohorts of firms by year of foundation, the middle group, firms 
founded in 1991-96, reported difficulties most often (41% vs. 36% in the youngest firms 
group and 28% in the oldest firm group) (Figure 5.1). This finding was unexpected, but is 

                                                           
11  Mytelka and Pellegrin (2001). 
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in line with other observations according to which the middle group, founded in 1991-96, 
had the largest percentage of research spin-off firms and slightly closer links with univer-
sity research. The youngest firm group had a larger percentage of company spin-offs, and 
may therefore have been somewhat better equipped for business than the middle group. 
The finding may also reflect the fact that when firms in this middle cohort were founded, 
less help and knowledge was available for university researchers in the problems related to 
the know-how needed in setting up business. We have, however, to be very cautious in our 
interpretation because the group sizes are small. 
 
Figure 5.1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Overall, obtaining funding was the most frequent difficulty and research spin-offs had 
more difficulties in this respect than other firms did, as seen in Figure 5.2. The two 
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younger firm groups also had more problems than older firms in this respect. Insufficient 
business experience and underdeveloped business ideas were also problems for all firms, 
but especially so for the middle cohort and for the research spin-off firms. Research spin-
offs had fewer problems with intellectual property rights than other firms did. These find-
ings show that difficulties are not directly related to firm age, and that other factors matter, 
too, among others, firm origin as a research spin-off. 
 
 
2.4.  General characteristics of the firms 
 
The surveyed firms were most active in medicine and diagnostics, as is indicated by Figure 
6. The sum of firms is over 84, since the figure takes into account the fact that some com 
 
Figure 6. Industrial sectors in which firms were active (multiple replies) 
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Figure 7. 
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panies have applications relevant for many sectors. The oldest firms were active particu-
larly in diagnostics while the firms founded between 1991-96 were active in medicine, di-
agnostics and biomaterials. The youngest firms were active in medicine, services, and food 
and feed. The activity sectors are clearly expanding with new entrants in the field. The 
number of service firms has grown, particularly among the youngest firms. These are, for 
example, firms selling research and development services to other companies  
 
Forty percent of all companies manufactured products while 33% were service-oriented 
and 20% aimed at both products and services. The firm cohorts differed in this respect: 
pure product orientation decreases in the youngest firm group, while at the same time, pure 
service orientation increases (Figure 7). Combining products and services is most frequent 
in the oldest group and increases again in the youngest group.  
 
Figure 8 gives the turnover distribution of the biotechnology companies. The authors are 
aware that new biotechnology companies are often still at a stage at which they do not earn 
much. However, by displaying this information, we can get an idea of how advanced bio-
technology companies are in economic activity. The skewed distribution of turnover is par-
ticularly evident when compared with SMEs in Finland in general (see Appendix 1). 
 
Figure 8.  
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Table 6. Anticipated annual growth rate of turnover on average (weighted by firm size) 
 Anticipated annual growth rate of turnover 

(5 years) 
Founded before 1991 7 % 
Founded 1991-1996 53 % 
Founded 1997-2001 114 % 
Total 10 % 
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Expectations concerning the growth of turnover are relatively high in the biotechnology 
industry. Generally speaking, the younger the firm, the higher are the expectations (Table 
6). The business potential of older firms is higher because many of them have been active 
in their business areas even before the biotechnology era. However, even the oldest cohort 
expects to have larger growth rates than firms in the overall Finnish economy. 
 
A large proportion of the firms founded from 1991-96 and 1997-2001 had negative 
earnings. If the turnover is small or there is no turnover at all, profitability cannot be highly 
positive. The survival of these companies depends on the realisation of their high growth 
prospects. Not surprisingly, the oldest cohort had more companies with some profits. 
 
Figure 9. 
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2.5.  Customers and markets 
 
Generally, the chemical industry as a whole is the most important customer branch of Fin-
nish biotechnology firms. For example, many biotechnological innovations are applied in 
pharmaceuticals and chemicals, but they are utilised in diagnostics and other sectors, too. 
 
In particular the pharmaceuticals industry is the most important customer branch for all 
cohorts of firms (Figure 10). Health care and diagnostics and other services are important 
particularly for the oldest cohort and provide an important customer branch for almost half 
of the firms. Food and feed and other chemical industries are generally important custom-
ers of biotechnology firms. Agriculture and forestry, and environmental activities are cus-
tomer branches for only a few biotechnology companies. 
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Figure 10. Most important customer branches by firm age 
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Figure 11. Present and anticipated (in 5 years) export intensity of the Finnish bio-
technology firms. 
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response deducted. Over 60% of all firms expected that their exports would exceed half 
their sales within the next five-year period. Even the older firms expected that their export 
intensity would increase noticeably in the next five years. It is obvious that Finnish bio-
technology firms are seeking growth by expanding to foreign markets. Particularly firms in 
the youngest cohort anticipate a large growth of export intensity and structural change in 
their exports.   
 
The European Union was the most important export region of the Finnish biotechnology 
firms (Figure 12). Sixty-one per cent of the companies had some exports to the EU. This is 
not different from the general pattern of exports of Finnish industries, since the EU is over-
all the most important export area for Finland.12 Over 90 percent of the biotechnology 
firms were planning exports to the EU area in the next five years. Thirty-five per cent of 
the companies exported to North America. Asia was also a fairly important export target 
area (26%) and the rest of the world was as important (26%). The oldest firms had wider 
export markets than the other firm groups. By contrast, the younger firms were expecting 
their exports to grow and their export regions to widen globally.  
 
Figure 12. Present and anticipated export regions of Finnish Biotechnology firms. 
 

 
 
The large growth expectations of sales are based on anticipated rapid growth of demand for 
biotechnology products and services in global markets. In order to answer to the changing 
needs of global markets the firms, particularly the younger ones, still need to develop their 
products and services a great deal. The growth potential of biotechnology production has 
been realized only to a very limited extent. The high research and development (R&D) in-
tensity of firms indicates that many of the products are still in the development phase and 
that their products are not yet in the market.  

                                                           
12  Finnish industry exported over 50 per cent of their overall merchandise exports to EU countries in 2001 

(see e.g. de Carvalho, 2002).  
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2.6.  R&D intensity and R&D collaboration 
 
When R&D intensity is analysed by firm age (Figure 13), the oldest and most mature firms 
have lower R&D intensities than the younger ones. However, the total sum of their R&D 
inputs in euros is noticeably high. We estimated the R&D costs of the Finnish companies 
as a whole.13 The companies founded before 1991 had R&D investments of about 160 mil-
lion euros in 2001. The younger companies spent less than 100 million euros in R&D ac-
tivities altogether. In other words, the volume of  
 
Figure 13. R&D intensity of the Finnish biotechnology firms by firm cohorts.  

 
 
R&D investments was high in the oldest cohort of companies, but the R&D intensity was 
higher among the companies founded from 1991-2001. None of the oldest companies had 
R&D intensities above 70%, as did many of the younger companies. The difference com-
pared with all Finnish SMEs is pronounced (appendix table). When calculating R&D in-
tensities, R&D costs were related to total costs, since many of the more recently founded 
firms had very small turnover and had negative returns. 
 
Fifty per cent of the companies were located in a biocentre or a science park. The division 
between the two is not clear-cut and therefore they are grouped together in this calculation. 
Of those situated in such a centre, 43 per cent collaborated in R&D with a university or 
research institute located in the same centre while 88% collaborated with a university de-
partment or a research institute in general. This shows that locality matters, but a company 
does not find all its partners from the same centre or in the same city. This as is evident 
also in Table 7. 
 
Table 7. Of all respondents, the following proportions collaborate with: 

Other university department or research institute located in the same city 52% 
Other Finnish university department or research institute 64% 
Foreign university department or research institute 35% 

 

                                                           
13  Estimation procedure was based on the weighted sums. Weights were constructed from the age groups. 

Each age group was weighted according to the relative shares of the sample out of the entire population of 
the Finnish biotech firms. 
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Figure 14.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Collaboration within the same centre was least important for the oldest companies, which 
were least often situated in a biocentre or a science park. Four companies among this oldest 
group were located in a biocentre or a science park and only one of them collaborated with 
a university department or research institute situated in the same centre. The oldest compa-
nies apparently had most resources to collaborate with a foreign department or institute.  
 
Figure 15.  
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Of all respondents, 90 % reported that they had had R&D collaboration with other compa-
nies or research organisations during the last three years. The most frequent partners were 
universities or research institutes and domestic universities or research institutes in particu-
lar (Figure 14). 
 
A major difference between firm cohorts was the fact that the oldest firm group had more 
R&D collaboration with their customers and subcontractors as well as with other compa-
nies (Figure 15). Interestingly, these firms had more collaboration with foreign customers 
and competitors compared with those in Finland. They also had more collaboration with 
other units in the same consolidation of companies and again with those abroad. The fact 
that they collaborated within the same consolidation is understandable given that they were 
on average larger companies and more often belonged to such a group.  
 
 
2.7.  Personnel and skills 
 
Finnish companies involved in biotechnology activities, founded before 1991, employ over 
10,000 people. The companies founded in 1991-2001 employ over 1,000 people. Therefore 
the size of business varies strongly by firm age. 
 
Figure 16. Size of personnel in Finnish biotechnology companies by firm age 
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The majority of the firms in the two later entrant groups were really very small with per-
sonnel of fewer than 10 employees (Figure 16).  By contrast, over 40% of the oldest firms 
were large with personnel of 250 or more. Biotechnology firms had very large proportions 
of academically qualified personnel. This was true particularly for the latest entrants in the 
field (Figure 17) reflecting their greater R&D intensity and future growth potential. 
 
Additionally, 60% of all firms had personnel with some university position or tasks: 22% 
employed a professor, 36 % a docent, 27 % employed a person/persons who gave lectures, 
and 30% a person/persons who supervised student theses. These findings indicate close 
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Figure 17.14  
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university links. A sizeable proportion, 30% of the firms, said that they had had difficulties 
in finding highly trained personnel.  
 
Skills of CEOs  
 
A large percentage, about half of the CEO’s of biotechnology firms, had research training 
(a doctorate or licentiate’s degree) (Figure 18). Again, the newest firm cohorts had the 
highest percentages of highly trained CEOs.  
 
Figure 18.  
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14   Research training means a doctor’s degree or a licentiate’s degree (both above the master’s degree). 
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The average business experience of the CEOs was greater than expected (Figure 19). How-
ever, the youngest firms had the largest percentages of less experienced CEOs, which may 
hamper their business performance. In other words, relatively old and large companies em-
ploy CEOs with extensive business experience.  
 
Figure 19.  
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Manufacturing and marketing skills  
 
Since it is often assumed that science-based firms lack manufacturing and marketing skills, 
these were also studied in the survey. The majority of all firms, however, had some skills, 
though firm age and origin play a role here. The proportion of firms having manufacturing 
skills has been calculated taking into account the firms that made products or products and 
services (N=51). Pure service firms have been left out, since manufacturing skills were not 
relevant for them. 
 

Table 8. Manufacturing and marketing skills in the company 

 Manufacturing 
skills 

Marketing skills 

Full-time expert 73% 49% 
Part-time expert 18% 29% 
Expertise bought outside the firm 24% 13% 
No expertise at all 8% 20% 

 
When comparing firm cohorts, not surprisingly, older firms had full-time expertise in both 
manufacturing and marketing skills more often than younger firms, while the latter re-
sorted more often to part-time expertise. It is to be noted that differences were not large 
with regard to manufacturing skills.  We may assume that companies that only had external 
or part-time expertise were not as well equipped for manufacturing or marketing activities 
as those firms that had the expertise in-house. There was a small group of companies that 
did not have any expertise at all. Because of small percentages and small group sizes, we 
cannot draw any clear-cut conclusions about the differences between cohorts in this re-
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spect. Still, it is to be noted that the middle cohort most often had no expertise at all in 
marketing. (Table 9). 
 

Table 9. Manufacturing and marketing skills by year of foundation 
 Before 1991 1991-96 1997-2001 
Full-time manufacturing expertise 78% 72% 60% 
Part-time manufacturing expertise 9% 28% 20% 
Expertise bought outside the firm 17% 33% 20% 
No manufacturing expertise at all 9% 6% 20%* 
Full-time marketing expertise 68% 38% 44% 
Part-time marketing expertise  16% 32% 36% 
Expertise bought outside the firm 9% 22% 0% 
No marketing expertise at all 16% 26% 16% 

*Only one out of five companies 
 

Table 10. Manufacturing and marketing skills by research spin-off 
 Research spin-off Not research spin-off 

Full-time manufacturing expertise 65% 85% 
Part-time manufacturing expertise 23% 10% 
Expertise bought outside the firm 26% 20% 
No manufacturing expertise at all 10% 5% 
Full-time marketing expertise 39% 68% 
Part-time marketing expertise  36% 14% 
Expertise bought outside the firm 13% 14% 
No marketing expertise at all 25% 11% 

 
Research spin-offs had less full-time and more part-time expertise in both manufacturing 
and marketing and more often had no expertise at all when compared with companies that 
were not research spin-offs by origin. We conclude that research spin-offs are not as well 
prepared for business as companies with other origins.  
 
 
2.8.  Ownership structure 
 
The survey paid relatively close attention to the ownership and other sources of corporate 
finance.15 It was noticeable first that the owners take part in business activities and plan-
ning by joining the boards of the younger firms. There is an incentive to look after invest-
ments carefully when the business risk is high in the start phase of a company. Secondly, 
older companies seemed to have more foreign owners and foreign-controlled members in 
boards than younger firms.  
 
In total, one third of the firms reported that their ownership structure had changed in the 
last three years (Table 11). The largest percentage was in the group of companies founded 
in 1991-96. Ownership seems to be fairly concentrated: the shares of the three largest 
shareholders exceeded 50% of the shares in 82 per cent of the companies. Furthermore, the 
cumulative share of the board members exceeded 50% of the total shares in 64% of the 
companies. The cumulative share is highest among the youngest firms probably because 
their owners wish to oversee their interests as members of boards due to high business 
risks. The operative management and the chair of the board were seldom the same person. 
The boards of the oldest firm group included foreign owners and representatives of foreign 
institutions more often than the other firms did.  

                                                           
15    See Ernst & Young report (2002) for financial structures in international framework. 
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Table 11. Ownership structure of firms, by year of foundation 
Year of foundation 

 < 
1991 

 1991-
1996 

 1997-
2001 

 Total  

The ownership struc-
ture has changed within 
the last three years 

6 24 % 16 47 % 8 32 % 30 36 % 

The shares of the three 
largest shareholders ex-
ceed 50% of the total 
shares 

21 84 % 29 85 % 19 76 % 69 82 % 

The cumulative share 
of the members of the 
board exceeds 50% of 
the total shares 

11 44 % 22 65 % 21 84 % 54 64 % 

The chairman of the 
board and the CEO is 
the same person 

2 8 % 8 24 % 3 12 % 13 15 % 

Company has foreign 
owners 

14 56 % 9 26 % 9 36 % 32 38 % 

The board of directors 
includes representatives 
of foreign institutions 

8 32 % 10 29 % 6 24 % 24 29 % 

Number of companies  25  34  25  84  
 

Table 12. Sources of equity, last accounting year, by year of foundation 
 

The number and proportion of firms that reported the particular source 
 < 1990  1991-

1996 
 1997-

2001 
 Total  

Principal owner 18 72 % 19 56 % 17 68 % 54 64 % 
Management and per-
sonnel 

8 32 % 17 50 % 19 76 % 44 52 % 

Private persons, e.g. 
business angels 

2 8 % 9 26 % 6 24 % 17 20 % 

Sitra16 2 8 % 9 26 % 7 28 % 18 21 % 
Other public sector 
venture capitalist 

0 0 % 3 9 % 0 0 % 3 4 % 

Private venture capi-
tal company 

9 36 % 5 15 % 4 16 % 18 21 % 

Private financial insti-
tution 

0 0 % 5 15 % 3 12 % 8 10 % 

Other companies 7 28 % 4 12 % 3 12 % 14 17 % 
Other 1 4 % 6 18 % 4 16 % 11 13 % 
Number of companies 25  34  25  84  
 
The owners of Finnish biotechnology companies are classified according to their influence 
on the companies. The categories are divided into two parts, that is, principal owners and 
other investors. A principal owner (PO) is an owner who has a strong influence on the plan-

                                                           
16  Sitra is an independent public fund under the responsibility of the Finnish Parliament. Its operations are 

mainly financed through income from endowment investments and project finance. Sitra has an important 
role in the development of business based on knowledge and know-how. Public equity investment for the 
start-up and early stages of companies is concentrated in Sitra.  
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ning and decision-making of a firm. Alternatively, the PO can be an investor who simply 
owns the largest share of the firm’s equity. Sources other than PO are classified in Table 12. 
 
More than one half of the companies had POs. Management and personnel were often 
owners in young firms. The public venture capitalist Sitra had invested in many young 
firms while private venture capitalist companies and other companies favoured the oldest 
cohort judged by the number of firms invested in by them. However, the overall amount of 
investment changes the picture: private venture capital companies own the largest equity 
shares in the youngest firms.17  
 
Figure 20 depicts the distribution of principal owners (POs) according to the age of the 
firms. 
 
Figure 20. 

 

                                                           
17   See Hermans and Tahvanainen (2002). 
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The figure above depicts the relative shares of the POs in the firms. The youngest and me-
dium cohorts of firms had a person as the most typical PO. The oldest companies had other 
non-financial companies as the most typical PO. Venture capital companies acted as a PO 
in 13% of the companies. The younger the company, the larger the share of firms with a 
venture capital company as a PO. Sitra, a public venture capital company, was a principal 
owner in half the cases in the venture capital company group.  
 

Table 13. A person (not an organization) as a principal owner 
Number Per cent 

The principal owner is a person 25 29 % 
The person has contributed to the start 
phase of a firm 

23 27 % 

The person deals with the daily duties 
of the firm  

24 28 % 

 
Figure 20 shows that persons were equity holders in many young companies. When a per-
son was the principal owner, this person was very active during the start-up phase of a 
firm. This person was also active in the operative management of the business. This is con-
sistent with the relative shares depicted above in Table 13. PO persons holding equity 
mostly belong to the management or personnel in young companies.  
 
 
2.9.  Sources of capital loans and debt 
 
The public financing institutions Tekes and Sitra are the major players as capital loan sup-
pliers among Finnish biotechnology firms (Table 14). Private domestic venture capitalists 
and other investors are focused on financing young biotechnology companies. Capital loan 
finance is often bound to other forms of finance in order to guide the solvency ratios of a 
firm and the risk level of an investor.  
 

Table 14. The sources of capital loans, last accounting year, by year of foundation 
The number and proportion of firms 
that reported the particular source 

Companies founded in the period 

 < 1990  1991-
1996 

 1997-
2001 

 Total  

Private domestic 
venture capitalist 

2 8 % 1 3 % 3 12 % 6 7 % 

Sitra 
 

1 4 % 6 18 % 6 24 % 13 15 % 

Finnvera 
 

0 0 % 2 6 % 1 4 % 3 4 % 

Tekes 
 

6 24 % 15 44 % 10 40 % 31 37 % 

Other 
 

1 4 % 3 9 % 8 32 % 12 14 % 

Number of  
companies  

25  34  25  84  

 
Capital loans hold greater risks than conventional loans for investors. The interests for 
capital loans are only paid from the retained earnings of a company. If company has a 
negative profit, it does not have to pay the interest for capital loans. Therefore, the interest 
rate for a capital loan is often set relatively high compared with the interest rate of a con-
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ventional loan. Despite the high cost of this form of finance, capital loans are counted as a 
part of the total equity in a balance sheet. Therefore, capital loans improve the solvency of 
young biotechnology firms with highly negative profits due to heavy investments in R&D. 
This explains at least partially the popularity of capital loans among the youngest biotech-
nology companies. 
 

Table 15. The sources of debt, last accounting year, by year of foundation 
The number and proportion of firms that reported the particular source 

 < 1991  1991-
1996 

 1997-
2001 

 Total  

Private domestic 
financial institutions 

15 60 % 9 26 % 4 16 % 28 33 % 

Finnvera18 5 20 % 7 21 % 4 16 % 16 19 % 
Tekes 6 24 % 6 18 % 4 16 % 16 19 % 
Other public sector 
institution 

2 8 % 6 18 % 2 8 % 10 12 % 

Other companies 
(loans) 

5 20 % 5 15 % 4 16 % 14 17 % 

Person 3 12 % 1 3 % 2 8 % 6 7 % 
Other forms of  
liabilities (e.g.  
accounts payable) 

20 80 % 27 79 % 16 64 % 63 75 % 

Number of compa-
nies  

25  34  25  84  

 
The public sector has been an active lender to all age groups of biotechnology firms. By 
contrast, in the oldest firm cohorts domestic financial institutions prefer established bio-
technology companies as clients. The private sector has focused on lending money to a 
relatively small part of companies. Other firms have supplied loans to 20 percent of bio-
technology firms. Persons are debtors in only few cases. Three quarters of the firms have 
other forms of liability, for instance, accounts payable. 
 
 
2.10.  Public funding  
 
Below are two figures about public funding of biotechnology companies at any time before 
the survey. This is a major difference when compared with the data on debts and sources of 
debts in the previous section. These concern the last accounting year, and therefore, there 
are some differences in the figures. 
 
Tekes was particularly important for all firm groups. Depending on the type of funding or 
firm group, Sitra, the Ministry of Trade and Industry, Finnvera and the EU also played a 
role. Figures 21-23 give percentages of firms receiving various forms of public funding. 
They do not reveal how much funding each firm received. 
 
 
 

                                                           
18  Finnvera plc is a specialised financing company, owned by the Finnish state. It promotes the domestic 

operations of Finnish companies (in all industries) and furthers their exports by sharing the financing 
risks of companies. In 2001 Finnvera’s financing for the domestic operations of enterprises was EUR 
708,3 million.  
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Figure 21. Public funding (aid and loan guarantees) by source, any time before the 
survey 
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Figure 22. Public funding (equity and debt finance) by source, any time before the 
survey 
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Figure 23 gives the percentages of firms that had received at least one of the above forms 
of public aid: direct aid, loan guarantees, loans, capital loans or equity. More firms have 
received direct aid or loan guarantees than loan, capital loan or equity. The difference was 
greatest among the youngest firm group. A very small percentage of al firms had not bene-
fited from either form of public funding.  
 
In addition to the funding reported above, thirty-five per cent of all the firms said that their 
collaborative partner had received research money from the Academy of Finland for a pro-
ject which was related to developing the knowledge base of the company after the founda-
tion of the firm. There were not differences between firms that were research spin-off and 
other firms. However, firms founded from 1991-96 had the highest percentages in this re-
spect: 44 % of them said that their partners had received Academy research money while 
the percentage was 28% for the oldest and youngest firm group. This again indicates the 
close relationship the middle group had with academic researchers. 
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Figure 23. Type of public funding, any time before the survey 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.11.  Impact of funding 
 
The impact of public and private funding in the different phases of establishing the firm is 
given in Figure 24 in the next section. Each figure gives the percentage of companies that 
regard the different funding sources as fairly important or invaluable for the particular 
phases in the life cycle of the firm. 
 
Aside from creating international R&D and customer relations, the role of Tekes is more 
important than that of other organisations. This can be understood by taking into account 
that, as seen in Figures 21-22, Tekes support has concerned a large majority of the firms 
and more firms than any other source of funding. There are differences between firm co-
horts in the importance of different sources of funding. For the youngest firms, outside 
funding was even more important than for other firms in the very early phases: in the crea-
tion of the biotechnology innovation, the period of establishing the firm, and starting com-
pany R&D. Probably many of the youngest firms have not yet reached the commercialisa-
tion phase and therefore, the different funding sources have not been as important as for 
the middle group. Still, private investors played a greater role for the youngest firms than 
for other firms in almost all phases. 
 
Another observation concerns the relative importance of different funding sources in the 
various phases. Private investors are overall more important in the commercialisation 
phase as well as in the creation of international R&D and customer relations while Tekes 
and the Academy of Finland are important in the creation of biotechnology innovations.19 
It is to be noted that Tekes funding is mainly intended for R&D projects. These findings 
could be interpreted to indicate that Tekes supports the creation of innovations and their 
commercialisation in a large proportion of firms while private investors and Sitra pick up 
the most promising firms for business success.  
 
 

                                                           
19  The Academy of Finland mainly funds scientific research conducted at universities and research insti-

tutes. 
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Figure 24. Impact of funding at different stages in firm life cycle 
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2.12.  IPR issues 
 
Seventy-two per cent of the companies had taken or applied for a patent. Patent protection 
was, however, only one of the means of protecting the intellectual property of the com-
pany, as is seen in the figure below. Nine per cent of the respondent companies had not 
used any of the means listed to protect their intellectual property.  
 
Figure 25. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The percentage of companies, which have taken or applied for a patent, was 74% accord-
ing to Figure 25 and 77% according to Figure 26. There is a small discrepancy between the 
answers to these two questions. The discrepancy is, however, small, in absolute terms, 3 
companies that have replied in an inconsistent manner. We can conclude that around three-
quarters of the companies have resorted to patenting as a means of protecting their intellec-
tual property.  
 
Figure 26.  
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The quarter of companies that had neither applied nor taken a patent was not more eager to 
use other means to protect their IPR than those which had resorted to patenting, quite the 
contrary. When comparing firms of different age cohorts, the youngest firms more often 
than others had not taken or applied for a patent: 32% vs. 24% in the earlier cohorts. Con-
sequently, one of the reasons why companies had not relied on patent protection was 
probably the fact that their innovations were not developed enough. The survey does not 
give any further explanation for the finding. 
 
When comparing the frequencies of different means to protection of the intellectual prop-
erty, there were very small differences between different firm cohorts.  
 
The Finnish, European and US systems were used almost as frequently. In the category 
‘other’, the countries listed most often were the following: Japan 19 mentions, Australia 9 
mentions, China 5 mentions, Russia 3 mentions, and New Zealand 3 mentions. 
 
Differences between firm cohorts in their propensity to patent in the various patent systems 
were fairly small. There is, however, some tendency for older firms to patent more often in 
the Finnish and the US system as well as in other systems. Still, judging by the patenting 
activity, all firms were clearly aiming at diverse foreign markets. Thirty per cent of all 
firms had bought the rights to produce the products of other firms through licensing or 
other agreements.   
 
 
 
3.  CONCLUDING REMARKS 
 
The majority of Finnish biotechnology firms are quite young and still in the early stages of 
gainful economic activities. Their turnover, profits and exports are, for the younger firms 
in particular, still low, profits even negative, while their growth expectations are high. We 
could even claim that the greater the accounting losses, the higher is the anticipated growth 
of sales revenues in the future, if the losses are due to high R&D expenses. The high R&D 
intensity of especially younger firms indicates that their products are still largely in the de-
velopment phase and that few of their products are yet in the market. Furthermore, the 
commercialisation process – from the discovery to a profitable production process – may 
easily take from 10-15 years. At the same time, only a few of the innovations turn out to be 
exploitable. This increases the risk assessed and the rate of returns required by the inves-
tors. The high risk can be reduced if a company has an innovation portfolio that is wide 
enough. This, in turn, implies high R&D intensity and decreases the current profits.   
 
Ownership structures vary by cohorts of firms. Over 60 % of the companies reported that 
they had a principal owner20. This seems to hold for all age groups of companies. How-
ever, the structure of principal owners varies a great deal by firm age. The youngest firms 
are financed and owned by private venture capital companies to a greater extent than by 
other non-financial firms. The oldest firms are more often subsidiaries. This may reflect 
the fact that foreign companies are willing to take over a Finnish company when its growth 
prospects are close to being realised. Private and public venture capitalists are most inter-
ested in the young companies with relatively high growth prospects. Although the risk is 
high, the expected rates of return are high, too. When a venture funding company invests in 

                                                           
20  A principal owner holds a relatively large share of the company’s equity or has a noticeable influence on 

the decision-making within a firm. 
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a small start-up company, it influences the running of business and provides an important 
source of business know-how for the company.  
 
The study shows that a large proportion of the companies have obtained some public fund-
ing for the research which led to the foundation of the company or which took place in 
some other stages of the life cycle of the company. Un particular Tekes has funded relevant 
activities for the majority of the firms.  
 
The examination of firms by the cohorts of entrants indicated that the middle cohort, firms 
founded in 1991-96, was not more advanced in business skills or economic activities than 
the firms founded later. The middle group turned out to be still quite research intensive and 
to have close links with university research. It apparently takes a longer time to acquire all 
the competencies and know-how needed for successful business activities. It is also possi-
ble that the middle group did not have as much help and advice at the time when their 
businesses were set up compared with the advice available for start-up firms today. This 
group is still at an early stage in business development. Research spin-off companies in 
general have more hindrances than other start-up firms, and would benefit from more sys-
tematic training in relevant business skills, such as how to make a business plan, how to 
deal with patenting, and how to obtain funding from venture capital investors.  
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Appendix.  Comparison between Finnish biotechnology firms and all the small and  
medium sized firms in Finland.21  

 
  SME biotechnology 

companies in ETLA 
survey 

Finnish SME  
companies in total22 

  n % % 
 
Turnover in million euro 

 
< 0.2  

 
36 

 
49 % 

 
15 % 

 0.2-1.5 23 31 % 56 % 
 1.6-8.0 8 11 % 24 % 
 >8 6 8 % 5 % 
Number of employees <5 31 43 % 44 % 
 5-20 21 29 % 41 % 
 >20 21 29 % 15 % 

Age of firm, years23 0-2 11 15 % 5 % 
 3-4 13 18 % 9 % 
 5-24 48 66 % 70 % 
 >24 1 1 % 16 % 

Exports / turnover 0 % 27 38 % 70 % 
 0-1 % 1 1 % 22 % 
 2-5 % 6 8 % 4 % 
 6-10 % 1 1 % 2 % 
 >10 % 37 51 % 3 % 
 N/A 1 1 % 0 % 

0 % 8 11 % 53 % 
0-1 % 2 3 % 23 % 
2-5 % 2 3 % 13 % 

R&D expenditure / total costs 
(The total  population of  
Finnish companies: R&D exp. 
/ turnover) 6-10 % 3 4 % 3 % 
 >10% 56 79 % 6 % 
 N/A 

 
2 3 % 0 % 

<0 % 0 0 % 1 % 
0-1 % 4 6 % 31 % 

Predicted annual growth rate 
of turnover for the next 5 
years (3 years in total) 2-5 % 0 0 % 20 % 
 6-10 % 8 11 % 23 % 
 >10 % 59 83 % 21 % 
 N/A 2 3 % 5 % 
 
Holds patents 

 
Yes 

 
46 

 
63 % 

 
6 % 

 No  27 37 % 94 % 
Total number of observations   

73 
 

100 % 
 

754 
 

                                                           
21  Eleven firms were classified as large firms in the original sample. Hence, biotech firms presented above 

were small and medium size enterprises (SME). The firm was classified as a large company if two out of 
three following conditions were matched: the firm has more than 250 employees, its turnover is more 
than 40 million euros, or its total balance is more than 27 million euros. 

22  Hyytinen, Ari – Pajarinen, Mika (2002): Small Business Finance in Finland: A Descriptive Study. ETLA, 
The Research Institute of the Finnish Economy discussion paper no. 812. The data of Finnish firms in to-
tal have been weighted to replicate the Finnish small business population as a whole. 

23  Data on the ages of the biotech firms describe the total population of the Finnish biotech firms established 
before 2002. Total number of SME biotech companies is 106. 
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